
AN ANALYSIS OF THE K 19 THE WIDOWMAKER MOVIE

Movies involving submarines have the logic of chess: The longer the "K The Widowmaker" joins a tradition that includes
"Das Boot" and.

Click here to see the rest of this review The sub is plagued with test-run problems, which led to Polenin's
demotion. But you just can't bring yourself to trust what your eyes are beholding. The Soviet Navy is
frantically trying prove to the U. Petersburg, Russia. In this story "based on true events" as the commercials
emphasize, Harrison Ford plays Captain Alexi Vostrikov, a highly regarded naval officer for Soviet Russia.
Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and
arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more
information on how to use and how not to use our library. There is one surprise in the movie, a decision
having nothing to do with the reactor, that depends entirely on the ability of the characters to act convincingly
under enormous pressure; casting stars of roughly equal weight helps it to work. Who wrote this essay? The
crew responds positively, and K dives. This, however, would have been an unthinkable disgrace for the
Soviets. The theme of the movie is sacrificing for your country vs. Tensions are so high between the U. Bad
luck surrounds the launch, as the medical officer is killed by an oncoming truck, and is replaced by command's
foremost medical officer, who hails from the army and has never been out to sea, and the bottle of champagne
fails to break when it strikes the bow. Sometimes it's consumed socially, sometimes as medicine. Sailors pull
down their pants and moon an American helicopter crew. A Soviet diesel submarine finally reaches K
Radtchenko is initially assigned to go as part of the third team, but balks upon witnessing the first team's
injuries, and the crew chief joins in his place. Back home in Russia, Vostrikov is tried and investigated for his
actions during the crisis, but an emboldened and sympathetic Polenin defends him to the higher-ups,
expressing his utmost respect towards the captain who saved their lives. Early on, a sailor is reprimanded for
wearing the "religious icon," but when the going gets tough, the officer who criticized him places the piece of
jewelry into the man's hand, implying that now he too, thinks God has a place aboard a Soviet sub. Tensions
mount since Vostrikov's decisions do not sit well with the other officers. The onscreen mood quickly settles
into a taut sense of dread as the nuclear reactor malfunctions and the core temperature starts rising. An
engineering team plans to rig a makeshift coolant system, but as the submarine was supplied with chemical,
not nuclear, suits, teams are instructed to work in minute shifts to limit radiation exposure. During his first
inspection, Vostrikov discovers the reactor officer to be drunk and asleep on duty and sacks him, ordering
Polenin to request a replacement, Vadim Radtchenko Peter Sarsgaard , who is fresh from the naval academy's
nuclear program. Can the men breathe, will the sub implode, will depth charges destroy it? Vostrikov must
sacrifice some men in order to connect the pipes together. Tweet Movies involving submarines have the logic
of chess: The longer the game goes, the fewer the possible remaining moves. A meltdown is prevented, but
radiation is leaking throughout the submarine due to irradiated steam from the reactor's damage. And here, the
teacher is Hollywood. And meanwhile, in Moscow, K's sudden radio silence inspires dark suspicions that the
sub has been captured, or given away by traitors. Vostrikov is visibly moved as he greets the men and informs
them that he nominated the crewmen who died from radiation poisoning â€” 28 in total â€” for the Hero of the
Soviet Union award, but was told the honor was reserved for combat veterans. There's a problem with this
paper. Indeed, it begins to look as if, like Queeg, Vostrikov may face an attempt by his subordinates to relieve
him of duty. For all the failings of the human conflict, the drama of the event itself still comes through with
affecting power, even though it plays more as a pathetic tale of a crew almost destroyed by blundering
leadership than a grimly heroic tale of cold warriors surviving by fortitude and determination. And yet the film
is over two hours long, so they fill it with constant drills on the sub. It is therefore possible to give high praise
to those submariners for serving their country sometimes sacrificing their lives with honor, dignity and
courage. The crew could have chosen to scuttle the crippled boat, allowing the reactor core to melt down on
the ocean floor, and appealed to the nearby Americans for help. Best scene in story: When the soldiers had to
go in and connect the water pipes, risking their lives by exposing themselves to radiation. Vostrikov is tried
for endangering the mission and disobeying a direct order, but Polenin and the other officers and crew come to
his defense.


